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Abstract

Purpose – Service robots are taking over the organizational frontline. Despite a recent surge in studies on this
topic, extant works are predominantly conceptual in nature. The purpose of this paper is to provide valuable
empirical insights by building on the attribution theory.
Design/methodology/approach – Two vignette-based experimental studies were employed. Data were
collected fromUS respondentswhowere randomly assigned to scenarios focusing on a hotel’s reception service
and restaurant’s waiter service.
Findings – Results indicate that respondents make stronger attributions of responsibility for the service
performance toward humans than toward robots, especially when a service failure occurs. Customers thus
attribute responsibility to the firm rather than the frontline robot. Interestingly, the perceived stability of the
performance is greater when the service is conducted by a robot than by an employee. This implies that
customers expect employees to shape up after a poor service encounter but expect little improvement in robots’
performance over time.
Practical implications – Robots are perceived to be more representative of a firm than employees. To avoid
harmful customer attributions, service providers should clearly communicate to customers that frontline
robots pack sophisticated analytical, rather than simple mechanical, artificial intelligence technology that
explicitly learns from service failures.
Originality/value – Customer responses to frontline robots have remained largely unexplored. This paper is
the first to explore the attributions that customers make when they experience robots in the frontline.
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Introduction
Robots are replacing humans in more and more jobs. For example, more than 100,000
automated agents in the “robot army” are preparing packages for service delivery in
Amazon’s warehouses around the world (Heater, 2019), and in the financial sector, robot-
advisors manage investments worth over $860,000 million (Statista, 2019). The deployment
of robots is now particularly intense for mechanical and analytical service jobs but is
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expected to spread to jobs requiring intuitive and even empathetic skills in the upcoming
years (Huang and Rust, 2018). Leading this development are innovative organizations, which
are starting to use robots rather than employees in frontline services. For instance, LoweBot
guides customers through Lowe stores (Rafaeli et al., 2017), the Nao Robot assists clients of
the Bank of Tokyo in issues ranging from opening a bank account to credit card loss (Byford,
2015), and robot waiters seem to have taken off at some restaurants in China (Nguyen, 2016).

These developments have also sparked considerable academic interest. Several scholars
have provided highly citable frameworks and typologies of technology in the frontline and
outlined future research priorities (Bolton et al., 2018; DeKeyser et al., 2019; Larivi�ere et al., 2017;
Marinova et al., 2017; Rafaeli et al., 2017). Others have focused on the role of frontline robots and
their artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning capabilities (Belanche et al., 2020; Huang
and Rust, 2018; Van Doorn et al., 2017; Wirtz et al., 2018). Frontline robots are defined as
“autonomous and adaptable interfaces that interact, communicate and deliver service to an
organization’s customer” (Wirtz et al., 2018, p. 909). Some of them are capable of autonomous
decision-making, adapting to situations, learning from previous service encounters, and make
customers feel that they are in the presence of another social entity (Van Doorn et al., 2017).

In spite of the recent interest in frontline robots, much remains to be explored. First,
although many theoretical predictions exist about how replacing frontline employees with
service robots may affect customers’ experiences, empirical evidence is virtually non-existent
(see, e.g. Mende et al., 2019 for an exception). Second, emerging research in service journals
merely acknowledges the role of technological advances in general instead of studying a
specific technology in an applied setting; this has limited the identification of concrete
implications for service management (Kunz et al., 2019). Third, “it is assumed that service
robots will perform well [. . .] and, therefore, will not hinder adoption” (Wirtz et al., 2018,
p. 915). Although the adoption of frontline robots may be smooth because of intuitive and
adaptive user interfaces, a flawless operation (i.e., error-free service delivery) may prove
utopian. Service failure has been a topic of particular interest in previous work on service
technology (e.g., Dabholkar and Spaid, 2012) but is yet to be studied in a frontline robot
context. Finally, not only from a marketing perspective (De Keyser et al., 2019) but also from
an ethical (Johnson, 2015; Matthias, 2004) and legal point-of-view (Ji, 2017), it is important to
know how responsibility can be ascribed to the actions of autonomously operating and
learning frontline robots. Customers can distinguish between employee and firm when
attributing credit and blame for service actions (Hess et al., 2007), but to what extent do
customers hold a frontline robot accountable for its performance?

This article aims to better understand attributions that customers make following a
successful or unsuccessful service encounter with a frontline robot. Attribution is the result of
a process in which customers seek causal explanations for a service performance; they want
to understand why things happened to control and predict their environment (Weiner, 2000).
Following attribution theory (Tsiros et al., 2004; Weiner, 2000), a distinction is made between
attributions of responsibility (i.e., perceptions about who or what caused the outcome) and
attributions of outcome stability (i.e., perceptions about the degree of permanence of the
outcome; Iglesias, 2009). This paper sets out to compare customer attributions in service
encounters where the agent is a human (employee) to those in encounters where the agent is a
frontline robot. This is especially important in service pseudorelationships, in which a
customer typically interacts with different frontline agents across encounters, such as in
airlines, restaurants, or hotels (Hess et al., 2007). The impersonality of alternating contacts
challenges customers to infer whether a service outcome should be attributed to an individual
agent or an entire organization. The customer-firm relationship is fortified when customers
attribute successful service outcomes (i.e., error-free, reliable, and need-fulfilling service
encounters) to the firm’s responsibility and infer that these outcomes are stable. In turn,
unsuccessful (or failure) service outcomes (i.e., service encounters with glitches, unexpected
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negative events, or not living up to promises) are preferably attributed to the agent and
deemed unstable (cf., Casado and M�as, 2002; Hess et al., 2007; Swanson and Davis, 2003).

This research employs two experimental studies that represent an exploratory
investigation into such attributions. The results of Study 1 show that, compared to frontline
employees, frontline robots increase attributions of firm responsibility and outcome stability.
Unfortunately formanagers, these attributions are stronger in the case of service failure than in
the case of service success. Study 2 further details these findings. Building onHuang andRust’s
(2018) categorization of AI skills, the results suggest that firms can alleviate the unfavorable
stability attribution in failed service encounters by explaining to customers the nature of AI
technology (i.e., mechanical or analytical) in frontline robots. Overall, this article suggests that a
customer-robot service encounter represents an even more important “moment-of-truth” than
the traditional customer-employee service encounter. Our research contributes to a better
understanding of how AI will reshape service encounters, affect customer experiences, and
provide a challenge to human resources management and marketing.

Next, the literature review section provides detailed background about customers’
attributions in service encounters, extending the current knowledge to the new automated
agents. Following the development of hypotheses, the methodology and the results derived
from the experimental studies are explained. The manuscript closes by discussing the main
implications for scholars and practitioners and outlining some possibilities for future research.

Literature review
Customer’s attributions
Attribution theory is rooted in social psychology works by Heider (1958) and Kelley (1973)
about howpeoplemake causal explanations related to the question “why did this occur?.”The
inferred explanations are based on the evaluation of the event and the conditions around it,
together with the available information, beliefs and motivations to judge it (Agapi, 2017). By
means of attributions, individuals are able to better understand the surrounding world to
predict and control future events. Accordingly, previous literature has already proven the
impact of customer attributions on satisfaction (Oliver and DeSarbo, 1998; Weiner, 2000),
loyalty and positive word-of-mouth (Weiner, 2000; Swanson and Davis, 2003). Such outcomes
are especially salient in the case of service failures (Iglesias, 2009; Dabholkar and Spaid, 2012),
which is why the majority of work has focused on attributions following such unsuccessful
service encounters (for a review see Van Vaerenbergh et al., 2014).

Weiner (1979, 1986) developed a formal structure of attribution theory, which described
three dimensions that individuals consider when making attributions: locus of causality,
controllability and stability. Locus of causality refers to who or what is the main cause of
success or failure. Controllability indicates whether or not the turn of events could have been
modified by the liable subject (Gernigon andDelloye, 2003). Given the high correlation between
locus of causality and controllability, more recent studies merge these two dimensions into a
single one: responsibility (e.g., Tsiros et al., 2004). Stability refers to the degree of permanence
that is attributed to the perceived cause of the failure (Iglesias, 2009). When the likelihood of a
cause is perceived as fixed or stable (Swanson and Kelley, 2001), the customer predicts that
future outcomes be similar to the previous one (Gernigon and Delloye, 2003). In other words,
stability indicates the extent to which an outcome is likely to happen again.

Customers’ attributions do not only consider the firm as the responsible entity, but also the
frontline employees as the agents providing the service (Bitner, 1990; Hess et al., 2007).
Customers spontaneously and explicitly judge employees’ effort and abilities during the
service provision, both for positive and negative outcomes (Specht et al., 2007). In the last
years, the field of customer attributions in service management has been broadened to
include attributions toward technology (Meuter et al., 2000; Bitner et al., 2000), and
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particularly toward self-service technology (SST; Zhu et al., 2013). However, findings in SST
settings may not fully generalize to frontline robots.

Robots versus SST
It is important to note the conceptual distinctions between SST and robot service. SST entails
“technological interfaces that enable customers to produce a service independent of direct
service employee involvement,” such as ATMs or automated hotel checkout (Meuter et al.,
2000, p. 50). However, user input or instructions are needed. Compared to SST, a robot in
services can perform tasks autonomously (like an employee does) without direct human
instruction (Colby and Parasuraman, 2016). The customer thus plays a more passive role
(Tussyadiah and Park, 2018). Another key distinction between SST and robots is the fact that
the former is not usually involved in physical tasks (Broadbent et al., 2009). Robots can
perform physical tasks (e.g., driving, housekeeping, serving in a restaurant), and
increasingly, intellectual tasks (e.g., financial investment advice). Their AI sophistication
enables aspects such as basic contextual interaction or logical thinking (Huang and Rust,
2018). From a customer point of view, the most relevant distinction between frontline
technologies is that robots engage with customers on a social level, whereas previous
technologies lack this capacity (Van Doorn et al., 2017). As a result, customers perceive that
robots act as new agents performing the task in the service industry (Castelo, 2019).

Robots versus human employees
According to Kr€amer et al. (2012), human-human interaction differs from human-robot
interaction because the former entails (1) social perspective-taking (i.e., understanding the
feelings, thoughts and motivations of others), (2) common ground (i.e., the sum of mutual,
common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions, Clark, 1992, p. 93), (3) exchanging
one’s knowledge with others, and (4) assuming the other’s mind (i.e., ability to see other
entities as intentional agents, whose behavior is influenced by states, beliefs, and desires;
Carruthers and Smith, 1996). Although human-robot interaction cannot be categorized as
having a social nature, robotic agents try to mimic social characteristics (e.g., talking instead
of beeping) to facilitate parasocial interaction (Kr€amer et al., 2012).

Another distinctive feature is feelings of empathy, a complex phenomenon in which
several basic human abilities (e.g., affect, social perspective-taking) and assumptions (e.g.,
understanding of other’s motivations and goals) are needed. Empathy works bidirectionally;
customers are also able to be emphatic with employees and understand the specific situation
(e.g., an employee’s personal situation of grief or misfortune) or even feel compassion after a
worker transgression (Tsarenko et al., 2019). This may occur regardless of employees’ skill
levels. In contrast, robots are introduced to increase standardization and maintain a constant
service experience for the customer, but lack empathy (Kumar et al., 2019; Wirtz et al., 2018).
This makes it harder for customers to sympathize with poor performance.

Hypotheses development
Attribution of responsibility
Bitner et al. (1990) found that a large proportion of (dis)satisfactory encounters with service
personnel was attributed to unprompted and unsolicited employee actions. Frontline
employees tend to adjust their effort toward each customer individually, such as spending
more or less time with a customer, which induces heterogeneity or nonstandardization in
service encounters (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004). Although customers are aware that
service firms have the means in place to regulate employee behavior (Hess et al., 2007), the
employee mood or attitude determines customers’ perceptions of a service encounter to a large
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extent (e.g., Hennig-Thurau, 2004; Wilder et al., 2014). Such variation across employees may
even generate loyalty to the specific frontline employees, rather than the firm they represent
(Palmatier et al., 2007). Customers also believe that employees sometimes offer white lies or
excuses to create a favorable impression (Weiner, 2000). Thus, in a service encounter between
an employee and a customer, the employee is usually perceived as the principal responsible
entity for the favorable or unfavorable performance (Swanson and Davis, 2003).

In contrast to the variable performance of frontline employees, robots are free from
human fatigue, moods, and short-lived attitudes (Huang and Rust, 2018). As such, frontline
robots behave identically across a service delivery system, providing predictable and
homogeneous service interactions and solutions (Wirtz et al., 2018). Customers may
therefore realize that the behavior of a robot is to a great extent, determined before it enters
the frontline, by designing and programming activities. Indeed, at the present stage of
development, robots can hardly be ascribed any significant degree of moral autonomy
(Huang and Rust, 2018). Also, findings in other domains suggest that customers often do
not regard technology or mechanical aspects of a service as a primary cause of an outcome.
For instance, when evaluating a car repair service, customers assume that quality varies
because of the workmanship involved (e.g., experience, time, dedication) as opposed to the
unvarying mechanical input (Weiner, 2000). Along this line, frontline robots may be
perceived as tangible aspects of service delivery, which shifts the responsibility to the firm
or its management (Weiner, 2000).

In sum, it is expected that customers attribute responsibility for a service outcome
differently when the agent is a human being or a frontline robot. Note that attributions to the
firm and the agent are not mutually exclusive because customers can attribute responsibility
to both entities at the same time. Attributingmore responsibility to the agent does not have to
limit the attribution of responsibility to the firm. Therefore, the first two hypotheses are:

H1. Customers attribute less responsibility for a service outcome to the agent when the
agent is a frontline robot than when the agent is a frontline employee.

H2. Customers attribute more responsibility for a service outcome to the firm when the
agent is a frontline robot than when the agent is a frontline employee.

Attribution of stability
Literature suggests that customers make stronger attributions of stability to technology-
related causes than to employee-related causes (Iglesias, 2009). For instance, Casado andM�as
(2002) found that passengers consider mechanical problems (i.e., technology-related) as a
more permanent cause of a delay in their flight thanmistakes by airline personnel. Customers
perceive technology infused in services to be the result of standardization, and therefore
evaluate its performance similar to mass-produced products (cf., Weiner, 2000). Indeed, the
functionality in frontline robots results from a long development process in which
requirements have been specified, programming has been conducted, pilot tests have been
executed, and field deployment and optimization have taken place (Joyeux and Albiez, 2011).
Changing functionalities or solving failures in service technologymay thus take a substantial
amount of time.

In contrast, the quality of interpersonal contact in service encounters may change
depending on the employee’s characteristics in each encounter (i.e., effort, empathy, attitude).
Especially in pseudorelationships, employee’s attitudes and behaviors may not only differ
within one employee across encounters but also between employees (Hess et al., 2007).
Customers thus account for the fact that interactions with employees (rather than with
technology) may be different from encounter to encounter. Moreover, customers typically
underestimate the potential impact of environmental factors that have caused an employee’s
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performance and assume that an employee could have easily behaved differently than he/she
did in the last service encounter (Albrecht et al., 2016; Choi and Mattila, 2008).

In sum, customers are likely to attribute a service outcome resulting from the interaction
with a frontline employee as less likely to reoccur than the service outcome resulting from the
interaction with a frontline robot. Formally:

H3. Customers attributemore stability for a service outcomewhen the agent is a frontline
robot than when the agent is a frontline employee.

Moderating effect of service outcome
Customers’ attributional search may occur following all kinds of events but is especially
strong following negative events (Van Vaerenbergh et al., 2014). Individuals are more
sensitive to failed than to successful frontline performances because of the innate differential
affective responses to losses compared to gains (Smith et al., 1999). Customers engage in
causal thinking when failures occur to prevent themselves from experiencing such an
uncomfortable event again (Dabholkar and Spaid, 2012). The ability to assign the blame to an
actor or entity serves as a coping mechanism for customers to deal with frustration, stress,
and even anger following a service failure (Gelbrich, 2010).

In contrast, in the case of successful outcomes, customers likely feel that the robot has
fulfilled its role in the service co-creation well. They feel little anxiety and have fewer reasons
to engage in an extensive search for the cause of the service outcome. As a result, the
relationship between outcomes and attributions of responsibility is likely stronger following
less successful than following more successful outcomes (Coffee and Rees, 2008).

It is, therefore, hypothesized that the differences in customers’ attributions of
responsibility as posited in H1 and H2 would be stronger in the case of service failure than
in the case of service success. Specifically:

H4a. The difference in customers’ attribution of responsibility for a service outcome to
the agent (as proposed in H1) is greater in case of service failure than in case of
service success.

H4b. The difference in customers’ attribution of responsibility for a service outcome to
the firm (as proposed inH2) is greater in case of service failure than in case of service
success.

Kaipainen et al. (2018) find that customer responses to a robot are typically a mix of
excitement (e.g., people experience delight, wonder, and curiosity) and disappointment (e.g.,
people experience a low level of control and limited robot abilities). In other words, customers
realize that in the current stage of technological development, the outcome of service
encounters with frontline robots is not yet predictable or stable. However, because of inertia
to radical innovations, customers may think that unsuccessful outcomes of a frontline robot
are more likely to reoccur than successful ones. Especially following a service failure,
individuals’ negative emotions facilitate a dramatization of events (Gelbrich, 2010). As such,
customers may exaggerate the stability of the cause of a failure thinking that their initial
skepticism toward the robot was right (cf., De Keyser et al., 2019) and that much development
is still needed to ensure failure-free human-like service encounters (Huang and Rust, 2018). In
other words, stability attributions toward frontline robots are likely to be higher in the case of
a service failure than in the case of a successful service encounter.

In contrast, customers expect firms tohave recruited employees throughquality procedures,
trained them properly, and provided them with service guidelines and regulations
(Parasuraman et al., 1985). A customer’s one-time experience of a service encounter is,
therefore, indicative of the quality of the service that the firm can deliver and the customer
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may expect in future (Hess et al., 2007). Thus, stability attributions toward frontline employees
are likely to bemore invariant between failed and successful service encounters. It is, therefore,
proposed that the difference between stability attributions in successful and unsuccessful
encounters may be more pronounced for frontline robots than for frontline employees.
Formally:

H4c. The difference in customers’ attribution of stability for a service outcome when the
agent is a frontline robot compared to a frontline employee (as proposed in H3) is
greater in case of service failure than in case of service success.

For the sake of completeness, the direct effects of service outcome (failure vs. success) on the
three customer attributions are also considered. Figure 1 depicts the research model.

Study 1
Method
For testing the research hypotheses, a 2 (frontline agent: human employee vs. robot) 3 2
(service outcome: failure vs. success) between-subjects experimental design was developed.
Research hypotheses were tested with data collected from 331 US participants who were
recruited through a market research agency and randomly assigned to each of the four
scenarios. Of all respondents, 36.9%was younger than 35 years of age, 49.4%was 35–54 years,
13.7%was older than 54 years, and 28.4%was male. For assuring that respondents had some
affinity with frontline robots, the scale developed by Parasuraman and Colby (2015), [1] was
used to assess respondents’ level of technology innovativeness (α5 0.91). Participants reported
an intermediate level of technological innovativeness, with a mean of 4.15 (SD5 1.57) on a 7-
point scale. The distribution of responses across scenarios is well-balanced (n > 80 in each
scenario), exceeding in all cases, the minimum of 25 observations per cell (e.g., Seltman, 2012).

The research scenarios focused on the hospitality sector. Previous research has considered
the hospitality sector as a prototypical example of employee-based frontline service (Chan and
Tung, 2019; Kuo et al., 2017), while robots are starting to be implemented to attend customers
at several hotels worldwide. For example, Connie is a robot concierge introduced by Hilton,
able to inform guests about nearby places of interest or give information about the hotel.

Figure 1.
Study 1

conceptual model
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First, all participantswere asked to read a general description of the scenario accompanied
by a picture of the agent in the hotel setting. The picture of the agent was either a human
employee or a robot (see Appendix 1 for a complete description of the scenarios). The Pepper
robot was employed as the most frequent, standard humanoid already used in previous
research on this sector (Tussyadiah et al., 2019). Each participant then presented a vignette
describing a situation in which the interaction with the agent either ends in a success or a
failure. Success and failure were manipulated following Smith et al. (1999) and Hess
et al. (2007).

A pre-test with 104 participants was conducted to evaluate the appropriateness of the
scenarios, as well as their realism; the scale from Bagozzi et al. (2016) was employed, which
consists of two seven-point items (“The scenario is realistic,” “The scenario is believable”).
A third, additional question was added: “How likely would you be to encounter a situation
similar to the one described in the scenario?” (from 15 very unlikely, to 75 very likely). The
results confirmed the suitability of the scenarios since the scale (α5 0.78) provided a mean of
5.33 (SD 5 1.25), indicating that participants perceived the scenarios as realistic and
believable (Bagozzi et al., 2016).

Another group of 154 participants specifically evaluated the realism of robots being
introduced in hotels by two new scales. By using items similar to the pre-test ones, results
replicated the previous findings for robot scenarios realism, now yielding a mean of 5.27
(SD5 1.29). Another three questions checked participants’ perceptions about the realism of
the tasks performed by the hotel service robots, “The tasks described in the information are
easily performed by a robot nowadays,” “Robots are able to perform the receptionist’s tasks
mentioned in the text,” and “How likely would be that a robot like the one described in the text
would really exist nowadays? (from 15 very unlikely to 75 very likely).” Again the results
confirmed the suitability of the scenario since the scale (α 5 0.85) provided a mean of
5.08 (SD 5 1.37).

Measurement scales and validation
Participants’ were first asked to assess the responsibility of both the hotel and the frontline
agent (the employee or the robot) in the failure or success of the service. Specifically, using
scales from previous literature (e.g., Kim and Smith, 2005; Russell, 1982), participants had to
evaluate on 5-point semantic differential scales which entity was responsible for the service
performance. The two items were anchored by “the hotel” (1). . .“other causes” (5) and
“something about the hotel” (1). . . “something about other causes” (5). Following the same
scale, participants assessed the extent to which they attribute the responsibility to the agent
(robot or employee) or to other causes [2]. In addition, two items (“It is likely that a similar
situation could occur again at this hotel,” “It is likely to experience this type of service
performance in the future at this hotel”) borrowed from Kim and Smith (2005) were used to
measure attributions of stability. These items used 7-point Likert scales (1 5 strongly
disagree, 7 5 strongly agree).

Satisfactory levels of reliability were obtained in all cases: attribution to the hotel
(α 5 0.76), attribution to the agent (α 5 0.71), and perceived stability (α 5 0.93).

Manipulation checks
Participants’ perceptions regarding the service outcome (success or failure) were measured
using the item: “How would you describe the performance of the service encounter?.”
Respondents answered on a 5-point semantic differential scale, ranging from “Service failure”
(1) to “Service success” (5). An independent samples t-test confirmed that performance was
perceived to be significantly better in the success condition than in the failure one
(MFAILURE 5 1.30 [S.D. 5 0.63], MSUCCESS 5 4.77 [S.D. 5 0.59], t 5 �52.12, p < 0.01). In
addition, to check the appropriateness of the manipulation regarding the frontline agent,
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respondents were asked to indicate who provided the service, a human or a robot; all
participants identified the agent in their scenario correctly.

Results
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was employed to evaluate the effect of each
independent variable (agent and service outcome) on all dependents (attributions of
responsibility and stability). The results of the MANOVAs revealed significant effects for
human vs. robot (Wilks’ λ 5 0.89; F (3, 324) 5 12.94, p < 0.01), failure vs. success (Wilks’
λ5 0.93; F (3, 324)5 7.77, p< 0.01), and for their interaction (Wilks’ λ5 0.96; F (3, 324)5 4.80,
p < 0.01). Next, separate univariate ANOVAs were conducted to test the specific effects of
independent variables on each dependent one.

Regarding the customer’s attribution of the agent’s responsibility, this attribution is
greater when the service is conducted by an employee (M5 4.01; S.D.5 1.10) than by a robot
(M5 3.47; S.D.5 1.38). This difference is significant (F5 16.33; p< 0.01), which supports H1.
Similarly, the customer’s attribution of responsibility to the agent providing the service is
greater for participants exposed to a success (M5 3.95; S.D.5 1.14) than for the ones exposed
to a failure (M5 3.53; S.D.5 1.36). This difference is again significant (F5 10.46; p< 0.01). In
addition, Table 1 and Figure 2A indicate an interaction effect between both variables.
Specifically, the difference in customer’s attribution of the agent’s responsibility—depending
on whether the frontline employee providing the service is a human or a robot—is greater
when there is a service failure. Hence, H4a is also supported.

By turning to the customer’s attribution of the hotel’s responsibility, this attribution is
greater when the service is conducted by a robot (M5 4.35; S.D.5 0.90) than by an employee
(M5 4.12; S.D.5 1.03). The difference is significant (F5 4.68; p< 0.05), hence supporting H2.
However, there is no significant difference (F 5 0.34; p > 0.1) comparing the conditions of
service failure (M5 4.26; S.D. 5 0.98) or success (M5 4.20; S.D. 5 0.97). Similarly, Table 1
and Figure 2B show that the interaction effect between agent and service outcome is not
significant toward attribution of responsibility to the firm so that H4b is not supported.

Finally, regarding the customer’s attribution of stability of the situation, perceived
stability is greater when the service is conducted by a robot (M5 6.30; S.D.5 1.12) than by an
employee (M 5 6.03; S.D. 5 1.21). This difference is significant (F 5 4.51; p < 0.05), hence
supporting H3. Participants exposed to successful service encounter report higher stability
(M 5 6.38; S.D. 5 1.11) than the ones exposed to a failure (M 5 5.94; S.D. 5 1.19). This
difference is again significant (F5 12.03; p < 0.01). In addition, there is an interaction effect

Dependent
variable Outcome Robot Human

F-
Score p Result

Agent’s
responsibility

Success 3.84
(S.D. 5 1.25)

4.07
(S.D. 5 1.03)

5.49 <0.05** H4a Supported

Failure 3.09
(S.D. 5 1.43)

3.95
(S.D. 5 1.16)

Firm’s
responsibility

Success 4.28
(S.D. 5 0.93)

4.13
(S.D. 5 1.00)

0.47 >0.1
(n.s.)

H4b Not
Supported

Failure 4.42
(S.D. 5 0.87)

4.12
(S.D. 5 1.07)

Stability Success 6.38
(S.D. 5 1.12)

6.38
(S.D. 5 1.11)

4.51 <0.05** H4c Supported

Failure 6.21
(S.D. 5 1.12)

5.68
(S.D. 5 1.21)

Note: (**) significant at 95%; (n.s.) non-significant

Table 1.
Interaction effects on
customer’s attribution

of agent’s
responsibility, firm’s
responsibility, and

stability
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between both variables, as can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 3, supporting H4c. Specifically,
the difference in customer’s stability attributions to employees and their stability attributions
to robots is greater when in the case of service failure than in the case of service success.

To better understand the interaction effect, we assessed the strength of associations (ω2

(Hays, 1963)). For customers’ attribution of agent responsibility, ω2 is greater for the failure
condition (0.10) than for the success condition (0.01), and the effect of human vs. robot is only
significant when there is a service failure (FFAILURE 5 17.80; p < 0.01; FSUCCESS 5 1.67;
p > 0.1). Again, for customers’ attribution of the hotel’s responsibility, ω2 is greater for the
failure condition (0.05) than for the success condition (0.01), and the effect of human vs. robot

Figure 2.
Visualization of agent
and service outcome
interaction panel
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is only significant for the service failure condition (FFAILURE 5 3.97; p < 0.05;
FSUCCESS 5 1.12; p > 0.1).

Similarly, for customer’s attribution of stability, the effect of human vs. robot is only
significant when there is a service failure (FFAILURE5 8.48; p< 0.01; FSUCCESS5 0.00; p> 0.1),
andω2 is much higher for the failure condition (0.05) than for success (0.00). In sum, the effects
of the agent providing the service (human vs robot) are only significant for the service failure
condition and the strength of association can be considered close to a medium association
(ω2 5 0.06; Kirk, 2007). In turn, for service success, these effects are nonsignificant and the
strength of the association is very small (ω2 < 0.01). Figures 2 and 3 visually confirm these
findings.

Study 2
For managers, a particularly worrying outcome of Study 1 is that a failure in a service
provided by a robot leads to high customer attributions of firm responsibility and outcome
stability. The purpose of Study 2 is twofold: (1) to replicate these particular findings of Study
1, and (2) to explore how firms can alleviate these detrimental consequences of frontline robot
introduction.

Study 2 considers Huang and Rust’s (2018) categorization of AI skills in services. They
specify four levels of intelligence in service tasks: mechanical, analytical, intuitive, and
empathetic intelligence. Their expectation is that robots will replace employees in jobs
related to each of these skills, starting with mechanical tasks and gradually replacing
human agents in more sophisticated tasks as robots develop further. This encroaching
robot job replacement depends on the type of intelligence needed for a task, not the extent to
which frontline employees are skillful in fulfilling a task. In other words, when robots have
the intelligence to take over a task, they may replace both lowly and highly skilled staff.
According to Wirtz et al. (2018), robots involving the first levels of AI intelligence will
develop in the near future and will become the dominant service delivery mechanism. This
study thus focuses on mechanical and analytical robots, reflecting the two first levels of
intelligence.

Robots with mechanical AI skills automatically perform simple, standardized, repetitive
routine tasks that require precision, consistency, and efficiency (Huang and Rust, 2018).

Figure 3.
Visualization of agent
and service outcome

interaction for stability
attribution

Robots or
frontline

employees?
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This mechanical intelligence relies on observations to (re)act repetitively and has a minimal
degree of learning or adaptation. Following the same reasoning as in the previous
hypotheses, it is posited that when customers perceive that frontline robots are merely used
to conduct a service task in a repetitive, mechanical fashion, they will see the performance
of such robots as highly dependent on the quality of the firm’s process of designing,
programming, and launching the robot (Joyeux and Albiez, 2011; Wirtz et al., 2018). This
provides a large contrast with the more idiosyncratic, adaptable, and heterogeneous
behavior of frontline employees (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004). When mechanical
robots produce a failure, customers may thus make high attributions of responsibility and
stability to the firm.

In contrast, robots with analytical AI skills autonomously process data for problem-
solving to learn from actions and outcomes in past service encounters (Sternberg, 2005). This
intelligence is required for performing complex analytical tasks involving information
processing and logical reasoning, such that the robot is able to advance from a default option
to an adaptive service offering (Kr€amer et al., 2012; Wilder et al., 2014). Analytical robots can
thus be categorized as having a sophisticated level of AI, approaching skills, traditionally
attributed exclusively to human employees. These learning automata may be perceived by
customers as not totally under the control of the firm, thus reducing the level of responsibility
that can be ascribed to the firm (Hellstr€om, 2013; Johnson, 2015). In addition, robots’ ability to
learn from previousmistakes provides customers with the hope that robots will “shape up” in
future encounters such that failure may be perceived as transitory and less stable.

In sum, significant differences are expected between mechanical robots and employees,
and between mechanical robots and analytical robots. However, there is not likely to be a
difference between analytical robots and human employees. It is, therefore, hypothesized:

H5. Following a service failure with a frontline mechanical robot, customers attribute
(a) more responsibility to the firm, and (b) more stability compared to when the agent
is a frontline employee.

H6. Following a service failure with a frontline analytical robot, customers attribute
(a) less responsibility to the firm and (b) less stability compared towhen the agent is a
frontline mechanical robot.

Method
A second experiment was conducted to compare customer attributions in a failed service
scenario involving a mechanical robot, an analytical robot, and a frontline employee.
Participants of this second study were 229 US participants recruited in a similar fashion as
the first study. Of the respondents, 49.8% was younger than 35 years of age, 34.1% was 35–
54 years, 16.1% was older than 54 years, and 55.5% was male. Again, the participants of the
study presented intermediate levels of technology innovativeness (Cronbach’s α 5 0.89,
M5 4.08, SD5 1.51) on a 7-point scale. Participants were randomly assigned to each of three
scenarios, involving the mechanical robot (N 5 74), analytical robot (N 5 79), or
employee (N 5 76).

To test the robustness of the findings in Study 1, a different type of frontline service was
examined: the frontline agent in the vignette performed waiter tasks in a restaurant (e.g.,
taking and delivering orders, suggesting meals). Previous research usually considered
restaurants as a prototypical setting for frontline employee studies (Liao and Chuang, 2004;
Kong and Jogaratnam, 2007).

All participants were invited to read a general description of the scenario together with a
picture of the waiter. The same picture was used in the mechanical and analytical robot
condition. Specifically, a picture of the HZX robot was presented because it already provides
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service in Bangladesh restaurants (Rahman, 2017). Following this general section, a specific
description of the service failure in the restaurant was presented. Compared to the frontline
employee condition, two specific sentences were added in the robot conditions to manipulate
the robot’s AI intelligence (i.e., mechanical or analytical robots). Appendix 2 presents a
complete description of the scenarios.

A pre-test with 58 participants served to evaluate the realism and suitability of the failure
scenarios in the restaurant, using the measure proposed by Bagozzi et al. (2016). The results
confirmed the suitability of the scenarios since the realism scale (α5 0.86) provided amean of
4.59 (SD 5 1.54), indicating that participants perceived the scenarios as realistic and
believable.

Again, another group of 154 participants evaluated the realism and appropriateness of the
tasks performed by the waiter robots. As in Study 1, realism replicated the pre-test result
(α 5 0.84, M 5 4.93, SD 5 1.40) and task suitability (α 5 0.75, M 5 4.54, SD 5 1.42).

Measurement scales and validation
The same measures employed in Study 1 were used to evaluate the responsibility of both the
restaurant and the agent (employee or robot), as well as the attributions of stability. The only
change made was replacing the word “hotel” with “restaurant” in the items. Again, we find
acceptable scale reliabilities; attribution to the restaurant (α5 0.68), attribution to the agent
(α 5 0.77), and perceived stability (α 5 0.82).

Manipulation checks
Using a 5-point semantic differential scale, ranging from “Service failure” (1) to “Service
success” (5), respondents correctly identified the scenarios as representing a service failure
(M5 1.72, SD5 0.76). In addition, a new scale was developed to measure the mechanical or
analytical AI nature of the robot. The items closely followed the terminology used in the
descriptions by Huang and Rust (2018, p. 157). Respondents had to describe the robot’s
behavioral base on a 4-item, 5-point semantic differential scale consisting of: “Basic/
Sophisticated Artificial Intelligence,” “Mechanical/Analytical skills,” “Based on repetition/
Analyzing and adapting” and “Low/High learning capability.” The scale obtained a
satisfactory level of reliability (α 5 0.95) and an independent samples t-test showed that
participants’ responses presented significant differences between both conditions
(MMECHANICAL_ROBOT 5 1.61 [S.D. 5 0.70], MANALYTICAL_ROBOT 5 3.88 [S.D. 5 1.14],
t 5 �14.89, p < 0.01).

Results
Three independent ANOVAprocedureswere conducted to provide an initial evaluation of the
effects of frontline agent type on each of the three attributions (see Table 2). The outcomes
indicate that agent type significantly affected customer attributions of agent responsibility
(F 5 2.91, p < 0.10) and stability (F 5 11.50, p < 0.01), but the overall influence on firm
responsibility does not reach significance (F 5 2.18, p > 0.10) (see Figures 4 and 5).

Dependent variable Mechanical robot Analytical robot Human F-Score p

Agent responsibilitya 4.01 (S.D. 5 1.17) 3.89 (S.D. 5 1.21) 4.30 (S.D. 5 0.74) 2.91 <0.10*
Firm responsibilitya 3.99 (S.D. 5 1.03) 3.84 (S.D. 5 1.12) 3.63 (S.D. 5 1.04) 2.18 >0.10 (n.s.)
Stability attributionb 6.25 (S.D. 5 0.93) 5.94 (S.D. 5 1.02) 5.43 (S.D. 5 1.10) 11.50 <0.01***

Note(s): a 5-point scale, b 7-point scale, *** significant at 99%, * significant at 90%, (n.s.) non-significant

Table 2.
Descriptive statistics
and overall effect of

kind of agent on
attributions of agent
responsibility, firm’s

responsibility and
stability of the service

failure
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T-tests then compared pairs of agent types in relation to each dependent variable.
Customer attributions of agent responsibility are higher when the waiter is a frontline
employee than when it is an analytical robot (MHUMAN 5 4.30 [S.D. 5 0.74],
MANALYTICAL_ROBOT 5 3.89 [S.D. 5 1.21], t 5 2.51, p < 0.05) or a mechanical robot
(MHUMAN 5 4.30 [S.D.5 0.74],MMECHANICAL_ ROBOT 5 4.01 [S.D.5 1.17], t5 1.76, p < 0.10),
although the latter effect is not as strong as the former. The two robot conditions do not
significantly differ in terms of agent responsibility (MANALYTICAL_ ROBOT5 3.89 [S.D.5 1.21],
MMECHANICAL_ ROBOT 5 4.01 [S.D. 5 1.17], t 5 �0.63, p > 0.10). Jointly, these findings
replicate the results of Study 1 that, in a service failure context, customers attribute more
responsibility to a human agent than a robot agent (MHUMAN 5 4.30 [S.D. 5 0.74],
MROBOT 5 3.95 [S.D. 5 1.19], t 5 2.31, p < 0.05).

Results also revealed that customer’s attributions of responsibility to firm are higherwhen
they are served by a mechanical robot than by a human (MMECHANICAL_ ROBOT 5 3.99
[S.D.5 1.03],MHUMAN 5 3.63 [S.D.5 1.04], t5 2.13, p < 0.05). This supports H5a. However,
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H6a is not supported because the level of responsibility attributed to the firm in the analytical
robot condition did not differ significantly from that in the mechanical robot condition
(MANALYTICAL_ ROBOT5 3.84 [S.D.5 1.12],MMECHANICAL_ ROBOT5 3.99 [S.D.5 1.03], t5�
0.83, p > 0.10). Similarly, results suggest that the attribution of firm responsibility in the
analytical robot condition also did not differ from the frontline employee condition
(MANALYTICAL_ ROBOT 5 3.84 [S.D.5 1.12],MHUMAN 5 3.63 [S.D.5 1.04], t5 1.24, p > 0.10).
Similar to Study 1, these findings jointly suggest that, in a service failure context, customers
attribute more responsibility to the firm when the agent is a robot than when the agent is a
human (MROBOT 5 3.92 [S.D. 5 1.08], MHUMAN 5 3.63 [S.D. 5 1.04], t 5 1.91, p < 0.10).

Finally, customers attribute higher stability of the failure outcome when the service is
provided by a mechanical robot than when it is provided by a human agent (MMECHANICAL_

ROBOT 5 6.25 [S.D.5 0.93],MHUMAN 5 5.43 [S.D.5 1.10], t5 4.68, p < 0.01), which supports
H5b. In addition, the stability attribution for the analytical robot is lower than for the
mechanical one (MANALYTICAL_ ROBOT 5 5.94 [S.D. 5 1.02], MMECHANICAL_ ROBOT 5 6.25
[S.D. 5 0.93], t 5 �1.90, p < 0.10) but higher than for the employee (MANALYTICAL_

ROBOT5 5.94 [S.D.5 1.02],MHUMAN5 5.43 [S.D.5 1.10], t5 2.88, p< 0.01). The former effect
provides borderline support for H6b, while the latter effect is contrary to expectations.
Apparently, analytical robots are not in the same league as human employees yet. Finally,
these findings replicate the results of Study 1 that, in a service failure context, customers
perceive a higher stability of the failure outcome when the agent is a robot than when the
agent is a human (MROBOT 5 6.09 [S.D. 5 0.99], MHUMAN 5 5.43 [S.D. 5 1.10],
t 5 4.44, p < 0.01).

Discussion
Now that AI has developed, such that it can perform tasks normally requiring human
intelligence, robots are replacing humans in many jobs across sectors. This transition is
expected to gradually affect themajority of service firms as the robotsmove to the frontline of
organizations (Huang and Rust, 2018), thus reshaping services and the way they are
managed. Automated agents constitute an entirely new field of research within the domain of
service technology (Van Doorn et al., 2017; Belanche et al., 2019). To date, the extant literature
provides little insight into how frontline robots may affect customers’ experiences. Studies
acknowledge the role of technological advances and offer multiple typologies but do not
identify any concrete implications (Kunz et al., 2019). By focusing on customers’ attributions,
this current research addresses the current and future impact of AI and robotics in the
specific context of service management. Specifically, our work adds valuable theoretical and
empirical knowledge to several research streams.

The major concern of the responsibility of automated agents’ outcomes has been
recognized in different fields (e.g. legal, Ji, 2017; ethical, Johnson, 2015), but generally has been
disregarded in marketing. Only De Keyser et al. (2019) speculate on whether firms should be
willing to fully control and be responsible for the robot’s interface. This paper contributes to
the current works by highlighting the role of customer attributions and is empirical rather
than conceptual on nature. Results reveal that, compared to human employees, frontline
robots reduce customer perceptions of agent responsibility, specifically in case of service
failure. In turn, the firm’s responsibility for the outcome is higherwhen the service is provided
by a robot than when it is provided by a human employee. These findings, taken together,
suggest that robots are perceived to be more representative of a firm than employees. This
echoes and extends findings in the domain of sales reps, where customers may develop
different levels of loyalty toward a salesperson than toward the company they represent
(Palmatier et al., 2007).

This research further contributes to the literature on customer attribution in service
encounters because previous works have distinguished between attribution of events to
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employees, technology, and the firm (Dabholkar and Spaid, 2012; Hess et al., 2007; Iglesias,
2009) but the three loci of attributions have not been examined and contrasted in one study.
This effort is undertaken in this paper, at the same time, including the attribution of stability.
Contrasting these three loci is especially important given the hybrid constellations of humans
and technology in which future services will be delivered (De Keyser et al., 2019; Larivi�ere
et al., 2017;Wirtz et al., 2018). Results show that perceived stability is higher when the service
is conducted by a robot than by an employee and that this difference increases in the case of
service failure (compared to service success). This result corresponds with insights that
customers perceive a greater variation in the performance of frontline employees compared to
a technology-based agent (cf., Lovelock and Gummeson, 2004). Overall, the findings suggest
that frontline robot performance will play an even more important role in shaping the
customer-provider relationship than customer-employee service encounters.

The second study explored ways for firms to prevent the potentially negative attributions
of customers in the case of frontline robot failures. This research thus contributes to recent
theoretical insight on AI intelligence (Huang and Rust, 2018). The results of this second study
corroborate the findings of Study 1 and further show that mechanical robots, but not
analytical robots, increase customer’s perceptions of firm responsibility compared to human
agents. Hence, convincing customers that a frontline robot has analytical skills may prevent
much of the detrimental responsibility attributions. However, even autonomously operating
and learning robots are still perceived to be more consistent in their (failed) service behavior
than human agents. Perhaps the introduction of sophisticated technology by the firm is
perceived by customers as a sign of the firm’s investment to enhance the service (Nijssen et al.,
2016). They may forgive the firm for robot failures during an initial adaptation period, with
the expectation that a machine learning process will result in a future service provided free of
mistakes (Huang and Rust, 2018).

Toward the future, the literature on job replacement indicates that robots tend to be good
at specific cognitive skills demanded by the market, such as information systems
management, language, or analytical skills (Beblav�y et al., 2016). Robots are also acquiring
some almost human cognitive abilities such as the use of memory, rationality (i.e. logic), or
planning skills (Castelo, 2019). However, human employees are better in non-cognitive skills,
that is, affective, social and personal abilities. Most of these skills are derived from innate
human characteristics such as interpersonal warmth, individuality or self-perception, depth
of thought, and cognitive openness (e.g. curiosity, creativity) (Castelo et al., 2019). Humans are
also unique in their personal experiences, which rely on both affective abilities (e.g. feelings of
desire and fear, pride and embarrassment, joy; Castelo et al., 2019) and personal skills
(responsibility, reliability, flexibility, independence, pleasant demeanor; Beblav�y et al., 2016).
Scholars and managers should, therefore, consider that some customers have a strong need
for social interaction, while other customers prefer to avoid social situations with employees
and the mere presence of other customers (e.g., King et al., 2006). Attributions and service
experiences in a frontline setting featuring robots may depend on such individual customer
traits, too. On the other hand, as robots will develop different kinds of AI with time (i.e.,
mechanical, analytical, intuitive, empathetic, Huang and Rust, 2018), customers would get
used to deal with frontline robots embedding these levels of intelligence. The conceptual
framework offered in this paper may provide a good basis for further exploring these effects.

Managerial implications
The introduction of robots in frontline services represents a great challenge for managers,
especially when the option of human-operated service is no longer available to customers.
This section provides several concrete suggestions to deal with these challenges.

The introduction of automated frontline agents performing the tasks traditionally carried
out by an employee involves advantages and disadvantages for service providers. On the one
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hand, customers identify robots as closer representatives and hold them responsible for their
customer experience. In successful service encounters, firms should take advantage of this
attributional pattern by stressing to customers that the decision of implementing the
technology was a conscious and customer-focused one, thereby pointing to the advantages of
robot service for customers. Customers will perceive this as a commitment of the company to
enhance customer value through the introduction of flawlessly operating innovations. On the
other hand, customers perceive the outcome of failed automated service encounters as stable
and blame firms for it. Firms should not try to avoid the responsibility but rather the specific
robot failure in future encounters. Obviously, careful testing of the robot before the
introduction is paramount, as are measures like programming the robot to prevent or bypass
themore frequent mistakes and reviewing its performance on a regular basis. Nevertheless, it
is difficult to ensure a free-of-failure service. Another useful strategy at this stage of robot
development, will be offering human assistance to customers proactively following a robot
failure or reactively when customers indicate that they are uncomfortable or stuck with the
robot (Huang and Rust, 2018).

Apart from the organizational and technical responses to failed robot service encounters,
managers also have powerful marketing communication at their dispense in such situations.
Merely informing customers bymeans of advertising or in-placemessages about the learning
capability of the robot will help resolve some of the negative attributions made by customers.
Specifically, customers feel that a failure of an analytical robot is less permanent than that of a
mechanical robot and may realize that it could just have been an initial setback to later
experience improved service because of sophisticated machine learning processes.

Limitations and future research
As is typical for academic endeavors, this work has some limitations that may open
opportunities for further research. First, companiesmay not always introduce technologies in
their service interactions with customers to improve customer service, but often have cost-
cuttingmotives (e.g., technologymay allow to save on employeewages; Nijssen et al., 2016). In
that sense, the use of robots may in itself irritate customers (Mende et al., 2019). The question
then becomes whether customers would choose the robot performed service over a human
performed service. Future research may thus consider strategies for companies to introduce
robots in the frontline, for instance by building on insights from studies on forced channel
migration (e.g., Corti~nas et al., 2019; Trampe et al., 2014) or mandatory technology adoption
(Reinders et al., 2015). Second, although robots are bound to replace jobs that require specific
skills, rather than individual lowly skilled workers, customers may perceive that robots
resemble low-skill workers and adjust their attributions accordingly. Future work may,
therefore, distinguish between customers’ attributions of responsibility toward high- and
low-skilled workers.

Furthermore, this research has considered two specific and prototypical humanoid robots
(i.e., Pepper and HZX). The scenarios extended the robots’ abilities compared to the current
market situation of these robots. In this way, respondents were able to compare these robots
with a human employee. Future studies may whether the comparison with humans differs
across robots and their looks and features. For instance, one could differentiate between
mechanoids (non-anthropomorphic mechanical-like robots), humanoids (anthropomorphic
mechanical-like robots), and androids (highly human appearance) (Walters et al., 2008).

This research focused on a central task in the hospitality sector (i.e., the check-in, order
taking and serving). For generalizing results, it could be useful to analyze situations in which
frontline robots perform different tasks. Finally, future studies may focus on the field rather
than lab studies, so that customers may have some experience to assess the robots’ abilities
more precisely. In sum, marketing research should continue to advance on this topic to better
understand how to deal with the increasing use of frontline robots.
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Notes

1. The copyrighted scale was used after obtaining writing permission form the authors.

2. To facilitate results presentation and interpretation, these scales where later reversed, such that
higher values in the scale indicate higher levels of firm/agent responsibility.
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Appendix 1
Study 1 scenario

[General description]
You are traveling on an important business trip. You arrive at the hotel and go to the front desk to check-
in. At the front desk, a frontline [employee/robot] will serve you. You put your bags down at the counter
right in front of the [employee/robot] who is working on the terminal.

[Successful outcome]
The frontline [employee/robot] acknowledges your presence immediately by saying, “Hello, how can I
help you?.” You show your booking confirmation. After a quick information verification process, the
frontline [employee/robot] informs you that your room is ready, gives you the card to access your room,
and shows you the way to the elevator. When you get to your room, you find that it is exactly the type of
room that you booked.

[Failure outcome]
You wait patiently for half a minute. The frontline [employee/robot] still has not acknowledged your
presence. You then say: “excuse me” to get the [employee/robot]’s attention. However, the [employee/
robot] does not respond immediately but with some lag. After waiting for a long time for the information
verification process to complete, the [employee/robot] informs you that your room is ready, gives you the
card to access your room, and shows you the way to the elevator. When you get to your room, you find
that the card does not open the door. The room is occupied by another guest.
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Appendix 2
Study 2 scenario

[General description]
Consider a real and well-known mid-class restaurant in your city. You decide to go there to have dinner
with two friends.

[Failure outcome]
When you are at the restaurant, you notice that you are going to be served by a [waiter/robot].

You wait patiently for a minute, but the [waiter/robot] still has not acknowledged your presence.
You then say: “excuse me” to get the [waiter’s/robot’s] attention. However, [he / the robot] does not
respond immediately but only following a short lag. When making the order, you ask about the Italian
wines served at the restaurant, but the [waiter/robot] suggests a popular German Riesling. Upon
delivering the food at your table, the [waiter/robot] forgot your burger and switches themeals ordered by
your friends. Finally, the [waiter/robot] does not say goodbye when you leave the restaurant.

[Mechanical robot]
The next day you read an article in the local newspaper about the new robot-waiter. The manager of the
restaurant explains in an interview that the robot’s behavior is based on relatively simple technology,
that is, basic fixed programmed scripts that ensure precise and mechanical repetitions of its service
actions.

[Analytical robot]
The next day you read an article in the local newspaper about the new robot-waiter. The manager of the
restaurant explains in an interview that the robot’s behavior is based on sophisticated artificial
intelligence that analyzes service encounters logically and rationally, such that service actions can be
learned and adapted over time.
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